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Abstract
Background and Purpose Adaptive field size reduction based on gross tumor volume (GTV)
shrinkage imposes risk on coverage. Fiducial markers were used as surrogate for behavior of tissue
surrounding the GTV edge to assess this risk by evaluating if GTVs during treatment are dissolving or
actually shrinking.
Materials and Methods Eight patients with oropharyngeal tumors treated with chemo-radiation
were included. Before treatment, fiducial markers (0.035x0.2cm2, n=40) were implanted at the edge
of the primary tumor. All patients underwent planning-CT, daily cone beam CT (CBCT) and MRIs
(pre-treatment, weeks 3 and 6). Marker displacement on CBCT was compared to local GTV surface
displacement on MRIs. Additionally, marker displacement relative to the GTV surfaces during treatment
was measured.
Results GTV surface displacement derived from MRI was larger than derived from fiducial markers

(average difference: 0.1cm in week 3). During treatment, the distance between markers and GTV
surface on MRI in week 3 increased in 33% > 0.3cm and in 10% > 0.5cm. The MRI-GTV shrank faster
than the surrounding tissue represented by the markers, i.e. adapting to GTV shrinkage may cause underdosage of microscopic disease.

Conclusions We showed that adapting to primary tumor GTV shrinkage on MRI mid-treatment is

potentially not safe since at least part of the GTV is likely to be dissolving. Adjustment to clear anatomical
boundaries, however, may be done safely.
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Introduction
Intensity modulated radiotherapy is standard of
care in organ preserving treatment of head and
neck cancer. Dose distributions are optimized
based on the anatomy of the pre-treatment
planning CT (pCT). During treatment, however,
shape and volume changes occur. This variability
may be related to change in tumor volume,
weight, edema, muscle mass or fat distribution.
Several studies have described changes of gross
tumor volume (GTV) and organs at risk (OAR)
with repeat CT imaging during radiotherapy
[1,2]. For example, Barker et al. [1] described
a decrease of GTV during radiotherapy at a
median rate of 1.8%/day. Similarly, the volume
of parotid glands (PGs) gradually decreased and
their position changed during treatment [2, 3].
In the presence of anatomical changes, the
actual delivered dose will be different from
the planned dose. This dosimetric difference
is especially significant for PGs, for which the
mean dose can increase by 10% in selected
patients [4,5]. Anatomical changes during
treatment can be accounted for with adaptive
radiotherapy (ART) where the radiation plan
is adjusted during treatment [4]. Moreover,
combining adjustment to anatomical changes
with field size reduction to account for tumor
shrinkage, leads to increased sparing of OAR,
particularly PGs [4].
Field size reduction following tumor regression
assumes that microscopic disease in the clinical
target volume (CTV) behaves congruent with
changes in the visible GTV. As CTVs do not have
clear anatomical boundaries and microscopic
disease cannot be visualized in repeat imaging,
this assumption cannot directly be verified.
In this study, fiducial markers were used as a
surrogate for the behavior of tissues surrounding
GTV to examine if these tissues shrink together
with his GTV. The displacement of implanted
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markers was visualized with daily CBCT and
compared to GTV changes quantified on repeat
MRI. Subsequently, the potential risk of adaptive
field size reduction following GTV shrinkage on
MRI was evaluated, for instance, such a field
size reduction imposes risk of under-dosage of
microscopic disease when the GTV is dissolving
without shrinkage of the surrounding tissues.

Materials and methods
Patients

Eight
patients
with
locally
advanced
oropharyngeal carcinoma, treated with curative
intent, were included in this study with informed
consent (Table 1). All patients underwent seven
weeks of radiotherapy to a total dose of 70Gy
in 35 fractions with administrations of Cisplatin
100mg/m2 on day 1, 22 and 43 of treatment.
The median age was 63 years (range 48-70).
Before start of treatment, during investigation
under anesthesia, helical shaped gold markers
(0.035x0.2cm2, in-house modified VisicoilTM,
RadioMed Corporation, Tyngsboro, MA, US)
were implanted to aid delineation. Markers
were positioned near the outer edge of GTV at
approximately 0.5cm depth. On average five
markers per patient were implanted (range
3-8). Markers were located in the lateral
pharyngeal wall (37.5%), posterior pharyngeal
wall (20%), base of tongue (35%), palate (5%)
and floor of mouth (2.5%).
In all patients a pCT (Siemens-AG, Erlangen,
Germany) and MRI (3-Tesla, Philips, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands) were acquired with a median
of respectively ten and eleven days (range 1014) pre-treatment. Both scans were made with
three mm slice distance, with contrast and in
treatment position after fixation with a five
point thermoplastic mask. Additionally, MRIs
in treatment position were acquired in weeks
three and six of treatment. MRIs were made
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Table 1: Tumor location, tumor stage, number of markers and pre-treatment volume.
Absolute volume ∆# Relative volume ∆#
Volume
*
Patient
Tumor location
Stage
N
Week 3
Week 6
Week 3 Week 6
(cc)

*

1

Base of tongue

T4N2b

5

78

40

17

49%

78%

2

Base of tongue

T2N2b

5

16

8

4

46%

75%

3

Base of tongue

T2N2c

8

17

11

6

34%

64%

4

Base of tongue

T4N3

5

99

63

34

36%

65%

5

Post pharyngeal wall

T3N0

6

54

29

13

45%

76%

6

Tonsillar fossa

T3N2c

3

101

53

35

48%

66%

7

Tonsillar fossa

T4N2c

5

60

41

15

32%

75%

8

Tonsillar fossa

T3N0

3

11

6

4

41%

64%

Number of markers, # Decrease

with a large flex coil and consisted of coronal
contrast enhanced T1-TSE, transverse STIR
and transverse T1-TSE. During treatment, daily
CBCTs (Elekta Oncology Systems Ltd, Crawley,
UK) were acquired.

(Supplementary Figure 1a). These linear
distances of GTV displacement were compared
to marker displacements in the same direction at
the corresponding locations.

Analyses of GTV reduction

The position (center of mass) of each implanted
marker was determined on pCT and daily
CBCTs using semi-automatic segmentation.
Daily marker displacement, compared to the
position on pCT, was calculated for each marker
after local alignment on nearby bony anatomy.
This displacement vector was subsequently
decomposed into a component perpendicular
to the pre-treatment GTV surface and a parallel
component (Supplementary Figure 1b).
The perpendicular component of marker
displacement (d) was used in this study as a
measure for volume changes. Negative values
indicate inward movement (shrinkage) and
positive values indicate outward movement
(volume increase). The direction of marker
displacement (stable, inward or outward) was
visually checked and a Pearson correlation with
fraction number was calculated (week 1-3
versus week 4-7). Furthermore, average marker
displacement, compared to the position on

GTVs were contoured on each MRI separately
at all three time points by one observer
(pretreatment: GTVpre, at week 3: GTVw3
and at week 6: GTVw6). To assess the potential
gain of mid-treatment CTV adaptation based
on the changed GTVw3 and GTVw6, treatment
plans were re-optimized with adapted CTVs in
three patients (respectively small, intermediate
and large GTV). Optimization was started from
the initial plan, optimization parameters were
adjusted if required to achieve the same target
coverage to be able to compare OAR doses or
if overlap between PTV and an OAR changed
leaving room for dose decrease on the OAR.
Absolute and relative GTV volume changes were
calculated. Furthermore, in week three and six,
local GTV surface displacements compared to
the pre-treatment surface were measured in
perpendicular direction at all marker positions

Analyses of marker displacement
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Figure 1: GTV delineations in patient 6 on MRI pre-treatment (a), in week 3 of treatment (b) and in
week 6 of treatment (c).

pCT, was calculated per week for each marker
(<d>week). Outward movement was quantified
by evaluating threshold violation (0.1, 0.2, 0.3
and 0.5cm) for markers and patients.
Subgroup analyses were performed based
on tumor location and tumor volume (≤30cc
versus >30cc). Observed differences in d
between subgroups were tested using the
Mann-Whitney test with a significance level
of 0.01 to adjust for multiple testing. Software
package SPSS Statistics version 20.0 was used
for statistical analysis.

Comparing GTV to marker
displacement

To answer whether GTV dissolves or actually
shrinks during treatment, we evaluated if
tissue surrounding the GTV edge behaves
congruent with visible GTV volume changes
on MRI. Local GTV displacement on MRI
was compared to marker displacement at the
corresponding location in week three and six. A
direct comparison is possible since both values
were calculated in perpendicular direction at
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the position of each marker. Because implanted
markers are not visible on MRI, registration of
pCT, daily CBCTs and MRIs was performed
on nearby bony anatomy representative of the
tumor location, to allow this comparison. All
matches were checked and approved visually for
soft tissue alignment.

Implications for adaptive
Radiotherapy

To evaluate the impact that adaptive field size
reduction following GTV shrinkage would
have, we calculated the discrepancy between
CBCT marker displacement and MRI surface
displacement in week three and six. Therefore,
we took the marker displacement and subtracted
the
corresponding
perpendicular
MRIGTV surface displacement (Supplementary
Figure 1c). The result describes the marker
displacement to respectively GTVw3 and GTVw6
for each marker (<∆d>week). As an outward
marker displacement can result in underdosage if the field size is reduced based on GTV
shrinkage, we counted how often and where
<∆d>week exceeded respectively 0.3cm and
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0.5cm. Additionally, we counted the number
of patients with at least one marker exceeding
these thresholds.

Results
GTV volumes delineated on repeat MRIs
consistently decreased during radiotherapy,
Figure 1 shows an example of GTV delineations.
The average relative shrinkage at week three
and six was respectively 41% (range: 32%49%) and 70% (64%-78%) (Table 1, Figure
2). The average local GTV displacement at
the position of each marker in perpendicular
direction was -0.3cm in week three and -0.5cm
in week six (Table 2). Treatment plans after CTV
shrinkage based on GTVw3 and GTVw6 showed
OAR dose reduction (Supplementary Table 1
and Supplementary Figure 2).
Forty markers were identified on daily CBCT
to assess displacement in reference to the pCT.
All evaluated markers were visible on pCT. Two
markers were excluded due to loss respectively
from the fourth and twentieth fraction onward.
On average, markers were positioned 0.3cm
perpendicular to the outer edge of the GTV
surface. Average marker displacement per

week (<d>week), in reference to the position
of the marker in the pCT, is described in
Supplementary Table 2. Variation between the
marker position on pCT and on CBCT during
the first week of treatment was minimal (Mean
-0.1cm, SD 0.1cm). At three and six weeks, the
mean marker displacement was -0.2cm at both
time points with a SD of respectively 0.2cm and
0.4cm.
Subgroup analyses based on tumor location
showed more variability in base of tongue
(mean: -0.3, SD: 0.4cm) and tonsillar tumors
(mean: -0.4, SD: 0.4cm) compared to posterior
pharyngeal wall tumors (mean: -0.1, SD:
0.2cm) (p<0.001). Volume analyses showed
more variation in large volume tumors (<30cc
mean: -0.1cm, SD 0.2cm versus ≥30cc mean:
-0.3, SD: 0.4cm, p<0.001). After three weeks,
the mean marker motion was -0.2cm for large
volume tumors and -0.1cm for small volume
tumors (p<0.001).

Supplementary Figure 3 shows examples
of marker displacement. Visual verification
of the direction of all markers was identical
to calculated values. Correlation of markers
with time in the first three weeks of treatment

Table 2: Displacement of GTV surface and markers in week 3 and 6 of treatment. S is the surface
displacement on repeat MRI in reference to the pre-treatment MRI. <d>week is the average maker
displacement per week in reference to the marker position on planning CT. <∆d>week is the average
marker displacement per week in reference to the corresponding GTV surface. All values are in cm.
Negative values are inward displacement, positive values are outward displacement.
Week 3

Week 6

Displacement (cm)

S

<d>week

<∆d>week

S

<d>week

<∆d>week

Minimum

-1.0

-0.9

-0.6

-1.9

-1.3

-0.9

Maximum

0.1

0.2

1.1

0.0

0.4

1.9

Mean

-0.3

-0.2

0.1

-0.5

-0.2

0.3

Standard deviation

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.5
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Figure 2: Absolute (3a) and relative (3b)
GTV volume change on MRI for all patients
comparing weeks 3 and 6 during treatment with
pre-treatment.

Table 2). In week four and five, one marker
exceeded 0.3cm, in week six and seven three
markers exceeded 0.3cm (Supplementary
Table 3). The maximum outward movement
compared to the pCT was 0.4cm.
Comparing average <d >week marker displacement
to average MRI-GTV displacement at three weeks
showed a proportion of -0.2cm versus -0.3cm
(Table 2). Hence, the change of tissue surrounding
the original GTV edge represented by the markers
was 56% of the average MRI-GTV displacement.
In the second half of treatment, the average
marker position stabilized, resulting in marker
displacement of -0.2cm in week 6, while the
average local GTV displacement on MRI further
decreased to -0.5cm. Therefore, in week six, on
average only 39% of MRI-GTV displacement
behaves congruent with the surrounding tissue.

showed that 48% (19/40) of markers remained
stable, 40% (16/40) of markers moved inward
and 12% (5/40) moved outward. From week
four onward stability increased, 75% (30/40)
of markers remained stable, 18% (7/40) of
markers moved inward, and only 7% (3/40) of
markers moved outward.
Quantification of outward movement showed that
the majority of <d >week values moving outward
was limited to 0.1 or 0.2cm (Supplementary
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Marker displacement relative to GTVw3 and
GTVw6 (<∆d>week), to assess the impact of
adaptive radiotherapy following the MRI-GTV,
is described in Table 2. Although the average
<∆d>week to GTVw3 was only 0.1cm, the distance
between markers and GTVw3 increased in one
third of the markers with more than 0.3cm and
in 10% with more than 0.5cm (Supplementary
Table 3). These markers were present in
respectively 63% and 50% of patients and
indicate a potential under-dosage in case of
mid-treatment field size adjustment based on
GTV shrinkage on MRI. Remarkably, three out
of four markers >0.5cm in reference to GTVw3
were located in the pharyngeal wall. In week
six, the percentage of markers with an increased
distance >0.5cm relative to GTVw6, mounted to
33% (Supplementary Table 3).

Discussion
In patients with an oropharyngeal carcinoma,
adaptive field reduction following GTV
shrinkage on MRI during radiotherapy imposes
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risk on CTV coverage since at least part of
the GTV is likely to be dissolving instead of
shrinking congruent with surrounding tissues.
In this study, we were able to visualize behavior
of tissue surrounding the GTV edge with
implanted markers. Both GTV displacement on
MRI, as well as surrounding tissue displacement
represented by the fiducials were predominantly
inward (shrinkage). Local comparison at the
position of each marker showed a somewhat
larger GTV displacement on MRI compared
to surrounding tissue displacement. This led
in a substantial part of markers to an increased
distance between markers and GTVw3 in the
third week. In week six, the amount of markers
with an enlarged distance relative to GTVw6
further increased due to continuing shrinkage
of the GTV on MRI and relative stabilization of
surrounding tissue. Therefore, shrinkage of CTV
during treatment following shrinkage of GTV on
MRI could lead to under-dosage of microscopic
disease and this risk increases toward the end of
treatment.
Historically, delineation of GTV is based on
clinical examination and CT. In recent years,
the use of MRI for target volume definition
has increased and is especially useful in the
oropharynx due to its superior soft-tissue
contrast with a reduction of inter-observer
variation [6,7]. Despite the use of MRI,
uncertainties in GTV delineation will remain.
Different anatomical (CT/MRI) and biological
(PET) imaging modalities do not correlate
completely, both in volume and position
[8,9,10]. Delineation based on multimodality
imaging has the potential to improve accuracy of
GTV delineation and automated multimodality
segmentation algorithms are being developed
[7,9]. However, imaging defined GTVs may
not represent the true pathologic extent of the
tumor, i.e., in laryngeal carcinoma, imaging
modalities tended to result in an overestimation
of GTV [8]. Most likely GTV delineations

based on anatomical imaging modalities behave
similarly during treatment despite delineation
uncertainties. We expect these uncertainties
to have only limited impact on the results
of this study because we compared relative
displacement of markers and GTV surface
instead of absolute positions.
GTV shrinkage during treatment has been
described by several authors [1,2] by reporting
a rate of volume change. The assumption of
a linear relationship may not be optimal, i.e.,
Barker et al [1] found a more rapid rate of
volume change at the beginning of treatment
than near the end. In this study, GTV volume
was measured at three time-points thus a rate
of volume change was not calculated. However,
the relative shrinkage between these timepoints was remarkably consistent for all patients.
Delineation of the CTV around the GTV is a
balance between the risk of recurrence and the
ability to spare OAR. However, no consensus
exists on how a CTV should be constructed on
the original pCT, let alone how to do this during
treatment. Microscopic spread of squamous cell
carcinomas follows anatomical compartments
and routes. Generally, the CTV is adjusted to
anatomical boundaries after expansion of the
GTV. The recommended GTV-CTV margin
varies widely between 0 and 20mm [11].
Radiological examinations cannot help solve this
problem because of their inability to visualize
microscopic disease within the CTV. Moreover,
little is known about the behavior of the CTV
during treatment.
In recent years, deformable image registration
(DIR) is emerging in adaptive re-planning
strategies to propagate delineations from the
original pCT to a repeat CT[12]. However, DIR
may not be sufficient to describe CTV variations
as it would typically follow the image contrast of
the GTV and thus overestimate CTV reduction.
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In this study, implanted markers were used
to visualize behavior of the region containing
microscopic disease near the GTV edge during
treatment. Helical-shaped markers were selected
to minimize migration. Stability of these markers
was validated in previous work by measuring
the inter-marker distance for markers implanted
in normal tissue, this was about 0.05cm [15].
Analysis of displacement was done after performing
local bony anatomy registration between pCT and
daily CBCT. Although it is difficult to distinguish
organ displacement or rotation from volume and
shape change using the marker displacement data
itself, visual verification of the registered CBCT
scans as well as the consistency of our results
confirmed that residual marker displacement was
dominated by deformation of tissue. Another
limitation of the use of implanted markers is that
they cannot cover the total surface of the tumor,
for example, markers can only be positioned
adequately at the interface of tumor and mucosa.
Furthermore, the finite slice thickness and
registration of pCT, MRI and CBCT introduces
uncertainty. The marker displacement analysis of
week 1 (Supplementary Table 2) indicates that
the accuracy and precision is about 1mm. As the
algorithm for the pCT-MRI bony registration is
similar and the same thermoplastic mask\headrest
was used for all imaging modalities, the same
performance is expected. As the magnitude of
marker and contour displacement is substantially
bigger, these uncertainties are expected to have
only a limited impact on the results of this study.

during radiotherapy overestimates reduction
of the surrounding CTV, at least part of the
GTV is likely to be dissolving during treatment.
However, other causes of deformation could
play a role such as stretching of wound edges or
tissue edema [15]. Either way, the edge of the
tumor including microscopic extension dose
not shrink as fast as the MRI-GTV and midtreatment CTV delineation remains a challenge.
Adjustment to clear anatomical borders such as air
cavities, bone or unaffected fasciae may be done
safely. Contrary, soft tissue adjustments are not
recommended outside clinical trials. Regions from
which the tumor shrank radiologically, are still at
risk to contain a substantial number of tumor cells
that are below the detection threshold [16]. For
example, when 99% of tumor cells are eradicated
in a 1mm3 voxel that originally represented the
GTV, it can still contain 104 tumor cells, but is
unlikely to be visible on any imaging modality
[17]. Moreover, radiological regression may not
represent the eradication of stem cells that are the
most important target of therapy [16]. One could
hypothesize however, that these regions need less
radiation dose than visible GTV mid-treatment.
In the Netherlands Cancer Institute, we aim to
implement a clinical trial to test this hypothesis
with re-imaging and re-planning during treatment
with a dose escalation on the remaining GTV
visible on repeat imaging and a moderate dose
de-escalation on the tissues from which the GTV
shrank, thereby re-distributing the dose in the
original target volume. An alternative approach
could be to use probabilistic planning techniques
that take population statistics of tumor regression
patterns into account [18]. However, the number
of patients in this study is limited and validation in
a larger dataset would be required to determine
population statistics of tumor regression patterns.

Despite these limitations, this study provides
unique insight in behavior of the primary target
volume during treatment in patients with an
oropharyngeal carcinoma. Since GTV reduction

In conclusion, although CTV reduction midtreatment could potentially decrease OAR dose,
CTV re-delineation remains a challenge. We
showed that following primary tumor GTV

Due to lack of anatomical landmarks representing
CTV borders, quantification of the accuracy of
DIR is hampered. Head and neck phantoms are
under development to validate and compare DIR
tools [13,14].
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reduction during treatment on MRI poses a risk of
under-dosage of microscopic disease. Adjustment

to clear anatomical boundaries, however, may be
done safely.
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Supplementary material
Supplementary Table 1: Average dose at planning CT (pCT) and gain in organ at risk dose compared
to pre-treatmentin week 3 and 6 after CTV adjustment based on respectively GTVw3 and GTVw6.
Parameter

pCT

Week 3

Week 6

Brainstem

D1%

33 Gy

0%

-2%

Spinal Cord

D1%

34 Gy

-3%

-9%

Parotid gland left

Dmean

38 Gy

-5%

-8%

Parotid gland right

Dmean

48 Gy

-5%

-5%

Oral cavity

Dmean

48 Gy

-5%

-8%

Constrictor muscle

Dmean

52 Gy

-3%

-6%

Larynx

Dmean

44 Gy

-3%

-7%

Supplementary Table 2: Average marker displacement per week (<d>week), in reference to the position
of each marker in the planning CT.
<d>week

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Min

-0.4

-0.8

-0.9

-1.1

-1.3

-1.3

-1.3

Max

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

Mean

-0.1

-0.2

-0.2

-0.2

-0.2

-0.2

-0.2

SD

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.4

*

2

1

4

3

7

10

10

> 0.2 cm*

0

0

2

3

3

5

3

> 0.1 cm
*

Number of markers exceeding respectively 0.1 or 0.2 cm

Supplementary Table 3: Percentage of markers exceeding 0.3cm respectively 0.5cm in week 3 and 6
of treatment. <d>week is the average maker displacement per week in reference to the marker position on
planning CT. <∆d>week is the average marker displacement per week in reference to the corresponding
GTV surface.
Week 3

42

|

Week 6

<d>week

<∆d>week

<d>week

<∆d>week

> 0.3 cm

0/40 (0%)

13/40 (33%)

3/40 (8%)

19/40 (48%)

> 0.5 cm

0/40 (0%)

4/40 (10%)

0/40 (0%)

13/40 (33%)
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Supplementeray_Figure 1: Method of surface
displacement measurement and marker
displacement calculation.
1a: Local GTV surface displacement at the
position of each marker was measured along the
perpendicular direction of the reference marker.
The perpendicular direction follows from the
original position of the marker in the planning
CT (pCT), which is projected, after smoothing,
onto the nearest surface of the GTV delineation.
1b: The displacement of a marker on Cone
beam CT (CBCT) was calculated in reference
to the position of this marker on the pCT.
The deformation vector was subsequently
decomposed into a component perpendicular
to the original GTV surface (<d>) and a parallel
component. The marker displacement along the
perpendicular direction is used as a measurement
for volume changes in tissues surrounding the
GTV edge.
1c: Relative marker displacement to GTV
surface (<rd>) was calculated by subtracting
surface displacement from marker displacement
at corresponding locations and time points in the
perpendicular direction.
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Supplementary_Figure 2: Treatment planning dose differences in organs at risk compared to pretreatmentfor 3 patients, respectively in week 3 and 6 of treatment, after adjustment of the CTV to
the GTV in the corresponding week. In patient 2 (small GTV) the gain was modest for all delineated
OAR together, respectively 7 and 10 Gy in total in week 3 and 6. The gain was larger in patient 1
(intermediate GTV, respectively 12 and 22 Gy in total in week 3 and 6) and patient 6 (large GTV,
respectively 14 and 28 Gy in total in week 3 and 6). This gain in total OAR dose was present in different
OAR when comparing patients, for instance, in patient 1 predominantly in parotid glands in contrast to
larynx, oral cavity and constrictor muscle in patient 6.

Supplementary_Figure 3: Example of a stable
marker (1) and two markers (2+3) with inward
displacement during treatment in patient 1 in an
axial plane. Marker positions follow from CBCT
measurements after alignment on nearby bony
anatomy. Weekly average marker positions
were used to construct the displayed marker
trajectory during treatment, S defines the
starting point, E the end point. The trajectories
were projected into the axial plane of the center
of marker 1 on pCT for visualisation. Marker
2 and 3 were located within 0.5cm in craniocaudal direction. The various volumes represent
the MRI defined GTVs prior to treatment (PreRT), mid-treatment (week 3) and at the end of
treatment (week 6)
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